We investigate a two-dimensional system of fermions with two internal (spin) degrees of freedom. It is confined by a deformed harmonic trap and subject to a Zeeman field, Rashba or Dresselhaus one-body spin-orbit couplings and two-body short range repulsion. We obtain self-consistent meanfield N -body solutions as functions of the interaction parameters. Single-particle spectra and total energies are computed and compared to the results without interaction. We perform a statistical analysis for the distributions of nearest neighbor energy level spacings and show that quantum signatures of chaos are seen in certain parameters regimes. Furthermore, the effects of two-body repulsion on the nearest neighbor distributions are investigated. This repulsion can either promote or destroy the signatures of potential chaotic behavior depending on relative strengths of parameters. Our findings support the suggestion that cold atoms may be used to study quantum chaos both in the presence and absence of interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of experiments with ultracold atoms, molecules and ions a lot of models from various areas of physics were given a chance to be tested in so to speak "clinical" conditions [1] [2] [3] [4] . The extreme purity and control of the system parameters allows one to focus only on the effects in question and not worry too much about defects, impurities, etc. which always contribute in condensed-matter systems like, for instance, solids.
Not surprisingly these systems attract enormous interest both from theoretical and experimental groups all around the world. One particulary interesting area of research is the effect of spin-orbit coupling in atomic gases. Created with the help of sophisticated optical setups such systems provide an insight on the effects of the interaction between the spin of a particle and its motion. Unfortunately, such experiments are extremely complicated and arbitrary spin-orbit coupling in ultracold atomic gases has not yet been realized. However, several specific cases were achieved in state-of-the-art experiment both for bosons [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and fermions [10, 11] .
In experimental setups the atoms are usually trapped by an external magnetic and/or optical trap, which often can be approximated with a harmonic potential. The interplay between the trap and the contribution from the spin-orbit coupling leads to interesting effects in the energy spectra. Examples of mathematically similar problems are the quantum Rabi model [12] and the so-called E ⊗ǫ Jahn-Teller model [13] . For small values of the spinorbit coupling the problem can be treated perturbatively, although odd power terms (including the linear term) do not contribute [14] . Numerical treatment of the problem shows a peculiar dependence of the eigenlevels on the value of the spin-orbit coupling strength [15] . This dependence corresponds to the so-called Fock-Darwin spectrum [16, 17] .
A non-interacting system in two spatial dimensions confined by a deformed harmonic trap with spin-orbit coupling of Rashba [18] and Dresselhaus [19] type and a Zeeman field has stability properties that depend sensitively on these external parameters [15] . Furthermore, by analyzing the statistics of energy level spacings and their distributions, one may infer that these systems may give rise to chaotic dynamical motion [20] . For a given number of fermions the level structure around the Fermi energy is crucial for several properties of the system. In particular, the density of states is directly related to stability. It can therefore be expected that including interactions would exhibit quickly changing properties as function of a repulsive two-body interaction which in turn would produce varying single-particle density at the Fermi energy. To include such an interaction a commonly employed procedure is to calculate the average effects self-consistently in the mean-field approximation. Using this approach we can then address how the dynamics may be influenced by interactions by statistical analysis of the nearest neighbor energy level spacing distributions in analogy to the non-interacting case [20] . The Hamiltonian we study here has resemblance to molecular physics studies of the JahnTeller model [13] and the question of irregular and chaotic dynamics has been discussed previously in that context [21] [22] [23] [24] .
The purpose of the present paper is to report on the effects of a short-range two-body interaction in addition to the externally controlled single-particle fields for an N -body system of fermions. The external parameters active in two spatial dimensions are two frequencies in a deformed harmonic trap, magnetic field strength for Zeeman splitting, Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-orbit strengths. The repulsive two-body interaction is a deltafunction with a variable strength. We note that the interplay between the short-range interaction and the spin-orbit coupling in few-body systems was recently discussed in Refs. [14, 25, 26] .
In Section II we present the theoretical framework with notation and corresponding definitions. The calculated single-particle spectra and the total energies are discussed in Section III and compared to the non-interacting case. As indicative for the dynamical behavior we also analyze the statistical properties of the spectra as function of the repulsive two-body interaction in Section III. Finally, Section IV contains a brief summary and our conclusions.
II. FORMALISM
In this section, we first specify the hamiltonian with one-and two-body potentials, then derive the mean-field equations, and discuss the (possibly different) symmetries of both the fully correct solutions and the mean-field approximation.
A. Hamiltonian
We consider a system of N identical spin-1 2 fermions confined to two spatial dimensions (2D) by a one-body harmonic potential. In the experiments with the ultracold alkali and alkaline atoms the two available values of the internal degree of freedom correspond to different hyperfine states of an atom [2]. This is formally described as a particle of spin 1/2 with two possible projections. The interactions are spin-dependent and of both one-and two-body structure. The hamiltonian is given bŷ
where m is the mass of one particle, r i = (x i , y i ) and p i = (p ix , p iy ) are 2D coordinates and momenta of the i'th particle, ω x and ω y are the frequencies of the possibly deformed harmonic trap,Î is the 2 ⊗ 2 unit matrix. From now on a hat denotes that the value is a 2 ⊗ 2 matrix. The spin-dependence is given in terms of the Pauli matrices,σ ix ,σ iy andσ iz . h is the external Zeeman field, α R and α D are the strengths of the Rashba [18] and Dresselhaus [19] spin-orbit couplings (SOC), respectively. The strengths, α R and α D , have dimensions of velocity which for an oscillator is measured by v osc = 2 ωy m . Throughout the paper, ω y will be our reference frequency, i.e. we will measure ω x in units of ω y . We shall present the results using this unit. The two-body interaction is repulsive, with V (r i −r j ) as a spatial part of the interaction and the operator,P 0 = (1 −σ i ·σ j )/4, which projects on singlet states. As we discuss below, the interaction term will be short-range and we model it by a delta-function (pseudo)-potential. In this case the Pauli principle excludes effects of interactions in the triplet channel as we are considering fermions.
B. The Hartree-Fock equations
The mean-field, or Hartree-Fock, approximation for a system of identical fermions consists in finding the lowest energy for a fully antisymmetrized product, Ψ HF , of single-particle wave functions. This product is expressed as a Slater determinant, that is
where ψ i , (i = 1, . . . , N ) are single-particle wave functions which in the present case describe twocomponent (spin-up and spin-down) states. As a vector with two spinor components we write it as ψ i (r) = (ψ i↑ (r), ψ i↓ (r)) † . The index i labels the quantum numbers necessary to specify the corresponding state. To have a non-trivial Slater determinant there must be N linear independent single-particle wave functions. The states are normalized with the following condition: drψ † i ψ j = δ ij . In order to find the approximation to the total many-body energy we minimize the energy functional
where Ψ HF andĤ are obtained from eqs. (4) and (1), respectively. The minimization with respect to independent real and imaginary parts of the single-particle wave functions gives the self-consistent set of HartreeFock equations [27] 
whereĤ 0 is the non-interacting single-particle part of the Hamiltonian and ε i become single-particle energies, although they are formally introduced as Lagrange multipliers to maintain normalization. To continue we need to specify the interaction term. In experiments the interparticle interaction of neutral nonpolar cold atoms originates from the van der Waals interaction and is of very short range. Therefore a convenient parametrization often used is to described it by the Dirac delta-potential, that is V (r − r ′ ) = gδ(r − r ′ ). Here the strength, g = g s 2 /m, where g s is dimensionless such thatV maintains dimension of energy. However, applying such a (pseudo)-potential must be done with considerable care to avoid inconsistencies [28, 29] . This is particularly important in low-dimensional setups [30] [31] [32] . In the present paper we will consider the weakly interacting limit corresponding to the case where the threedimensional scattering length, a 3D , is much smaller than the transverse confinement length, l z that is applied to reduce our system to 2D, i.e. l z ≫ |a 3D |. In this case g becomes proportional to a 3D [30] , or g s ∝ a 3D /l z (up to factors of order one), and thus the weakly-interacting regime is g s ≪ 1. However, in order to investigate potential effects of going to stronger interactions we will push to larger values g s ≤ 1. While this is pushing the regime of validity of the pseudo-potential, we show that our mean-field results can be accurately reproduced by perturbation theory which indicates that the strongly interacting regime is beyond g s = 1. We therefore do not expect that including a better approximation for the pseudo-potential will have any qualitative effects on our results.
For the zero-range two-body interaction, the matrix elements becomê
where |↑ = 1 0 and |↓ = 0 1 . The Hartree-Fock equations (6) can now be worked out in detail and written asĤ
where we defined the density matrices
Now we can write down the Hartree-Fock equations in the ordinary matrix form
This matrix is hermitian, since n ↑↓ = n * ↓↑ , but not necessarily real. The Hartree-Fock equations maintain the usual interpretation as the one-body Schrödinger equation for each particle where the potential, in addition to the one-body external part, includes an interaction of a particle with the density of all others. The interaction is then depending on the wave functions of all other particles as formulated through the densities of eq. (11). Thus, this mean-field potential has to be self-consistently determined through the state of all the interacting particles.
For relatively small interaction the main contribution to the energy of the system comes from the external potentials. This part is by definition independent of the two-body interaction and describes the noninteracting system (g = 0) with the corresponding onebody Schrödinger equation for a spin-orbit coupled particle in a deformed harmonic trap and a Zeeman field. In this limit, the set of eigenvalues, ε i , are directly seen to be the single-particle energies. This interpretation is valid even in the case of the self-consistently defined contributions from the interaction term. The major difference is when the total energy of the system has to be calculated for the N particles. The result is
In the non-interacting case the result is simply the sum of all single-particle energies, ε i , of occupied states. With a two-body interaction, this sum of single-particle energies includes the contributions from each of the particles i interacting with all other particles. This means double counting for two-body interactions and half of the corresponding interaction energy must be subtracted to get the correct total energy.
C. Rotational symmetry and parity
Appearance or absence of symmetries and degeneracies are crucial information for understanding both stability, dynamic behavior, and choice of an efficient numerical procedure. These properties are related to classical constants of motion and conserved quantum numbers in quantum mechanics, where the latter in turn are found through operators commuting with the Hamiltonian. The possible spatial symmetries are rotation around one or more axes, and reflection in planes or points.
The oscillator trap is always invariant under independent rotations by π around the x, y and z-axes. The action of (x, y) → (−x, −y), that is the parity operation,P , in two dimensions leaves the oscillator unchanged while changing sign on the spin-orbit terms. Rotational symmetry only occurs around the z-axis when ω x = ω y . A general symmetry arises, since the operator Π ≡σ zP commutes with all the terms of the Hamiltonian in eq. (1), see [33] . This holds for all the external parameters and for the zero-range two-body interaction as well, for it only depends on the vector difference between two coordinates.
The spin-orbit coupling does not commute neither witĥ σ z nor with the orbital angular momentum, L z , but the cases of pure Rashba α R (σ x p y −σ y p x ) and pure Dresselhaus α D (σ x p y +σ y p x ) terms commute with the operators
and
The "mixed" case of both finite α R and α D does not have this symmetry.
The energy spectra of pure Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-orbit couplings hamiltonians are the same and so in the remaining part of the paper we will only consider the pure Rashba case. Then the z-projection of the total angular momentum, L z + 1 2 σ z , is a good quantum number for a cylindrically symmetric trap (ω x = ω y ).
D. Time-reversal symmetry
Time-reversal symmetry is very important in odd-spin systems due to the Kramers degeneracy [34, 35] as well as providing a label on the single-particle solutions. For particles with spin-1 2 the time-reversal operator isT = iσ yK , whereK is the complex conjugation operator [35] . Then T commutes with the hamiltonian in eq. (1) provided the Zeeman field is absent, h = 0, but the scalar two-body potential may still be present. This implies that the solutions for h = 0 are at least doubly degenerate due to the Kramers theorem.
The Hartree-Fock mean-field hamiltonian does not necessarily have the same symmetry as the noninteracting one. Spontaneous symmetry breaking can occur when it is energetically favorable and allowed in the numerical iteration procedure. In matrix form the commutator ofT andĤ from eq. (11) can be written
We see that vanishing commutator at least requires that h = 0, and in addition it is obviously sufficient to have g = 0. However, h = 0 and finite g in general can preserve the time-reversal symmetry. This is seen from eqs. (9) and (10) where n ↑ = n ↓ and n ↓↑ = 0, provided all wave functions can be chosen to be real. If these restrictions are lifted these density identities and consequently the time-reversal symmetry can be violated. The time-reversal symmetry can always be imposed on the solution, but a symmetry breaking solution of lower energy may then also exist. This would be unavoidable for an odd number of particles where the double degeneracy has to be broken for at least one pair of single-particle levels. For an even number of particles it is much more frequent to find time-reversal symmetry in the lowest energy Hartree-Fock solution. An exception could be when accidental crossings occur of two doubly degenerate levels at the Fermi energy. It may then be numerically advantageous to split these four levels and occupy two non-time reversibly symmetric single-particle states.
However, in this paper the self-consistent two-body interaction term is initially constructed from the set of eigenstates of the non-interacting system which preserves the time-reversal symmetry. It means that the eigenstates of the Hartree-Fock hamiltonian (11) are not allowed to break the time-reversal symmetry as well. Hence, in our numerical procedure we ensure that the conditions n ↑ = n ↓ and n ↓↑ = 0 are maintained.
Thus, the Hartree-Fock solutions depend only on one independent density functional, n ↑ , for even N and conserved time-reversal symmetry. Then the effect of the two-body interaction arises solely as an additive term through the total density of the system. A large effect is then equivalent to a large change of density which therefore must differ substantially from that of the one-body part of the Hamiltonian. This requires a large strength, g, compared to the one-body harmonic oscillator energy. As discussed above, we do not consider large strengths in this paper.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present our numerical results as obtained by solving the Hartree-Fock equations for different one-and two-body interaction parameters. We first indicate the rather straightforward method employed in the iteration procedure. Then we offer a perturbative treatment for small two-body strengths. The resulting Hartree-Fock spectra are compared with the results of both non-interacting systems and a perturbative treatment of the pair-potential. The change in total energy due to the repulsion is discussed. Finally, we perform a statistical analysis on the single-particle spectra in order to classify the dynamical behavior as either chaotic or regular or perhaps as a complicated mixture.
A. Procedure and approximations
The Hartree-Fock equations are like a set of Schrödinger equations with density dependent potentials. The density, n ↑ , depends on the solution and the equations must be solved self-consistently. Thus, a given density produces a potential which in turn has single-particle solutions adding up to the initial density used to produce the potential. For N identical fermions the solution consists of N orthogonal single-particle states with corresponding energies. Therefore it is advantageous to use a method where the lowest N eigenstates are simultaneously obtained.
We expand ψ i↑ and ψ i↓ on 2D harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions and find the coefficients of the expansion and the eigenvalues by diagonalization. The external deformed trap suggests a correspondingly deformed basis. However, the spin-orbit terms are not optimized by the same choice since they couple to higher-lying cylindrical oscillator shells. Still, in this paper we use the deformed Cartesian basis adjusted to the external oscillator potential. The number of basis states is truncated in x and y sectors in a way that ensures that we retain states in each direction up to a given total energy which is the same in the x-and y-directions. We have checked that the energies and wave functions of the Hartree-Fock solutions are unchanged by an increase of the basis size.
The basic ingredients are the matrix elements of the Hartree-Fock potential which consists of one-and twobody terms. The one-body pieces, including the kinetic energy operator, are computed by the straightforward analytic or numerical integration as in ref. [15] . Each of the two-body matrix elements is an integral over two basis functions multiplied by one of the densities. This can be reduced to a double sum over integrals of products of four basis functions. These basic integrals are calculated numerically with the help of the Gauss-Hermite quadratures approximation [36] and stored for use in the subsequent calculations. The interaction matrix elements are now obtained by summing over these basic matrix elements weighted by the expansion coefficients of the single-particle wave functions.
All matrix elements are combined to give the full Hartree-Fock matrix, which by diagonalization produces eigenenergies and eigenfunctions. These eigenfunctions yield a new set of densities which are used to construct a new Hartree-Fock hamiltonian where the solutions are either unchanged or inserted in yet another step of this iterative procedure. Convergence to self-consistency is usually achieved after relatively few iterations, obviously depending on the set of initial wave functions. Since we vary at least one continuous parameter, like the spinorbit coupling strength, we choose the converged solution as initial guess for a slightly different strength. This choice substantially reduces the number of iterations, and thus speeds up the computations.
The main focus of this paper is on the effect of the twobody repulsion. It is then interesting to compare the full self-consistent solutions with the results of perturbative treatments. Thus, we first compute the g = 0 unperturbed solution fromĤ 0 (i)ψ i +δε i , where δε i is a small correction to the single-particle energy.
The lowest order perturbation theory is given by
When h = 0, the densities formed from the Hartree-Fock solutions fulfill the two identities, n ↑ = n ↓ and n ↑↓ = 0, independent of the two-body strength, g. The perturbation is therefore simply given by
This approach is equivalent to a perturbative treatment of the many-body Schrödinger equation. If the total N -body density is constant over the space where the wave functions have non-vanishing values, then the resulting energy correction from eq. (19) would be a shift independent of single-particle energy. A density smoothly distributed over a substantial part of the attractive pocket of the confining field would approximately also amount to a shift of the energy spectrum. A rough estimate of the mean square radius, R 2 0 , of the cylindrical oscillator density distribution is 2b
2 N 1/2 /3 and the oscillator potential at that distance is V osc = ω √ N /3. Here b 2 = /(mω). A constant density, n 0 , within the radius R 0 is then given by n 0 = 3 √ N /(2πb 2 ), which has to be multiplied by g s 2 /(4m) where g s is the dimensionless strength. In total we get then the perturbation potential to be V pert = 3g s ω √ N /(8π), still provided that the density is constant over a sufficiently large region in space.
The perturbing interaction is then constant within the oscillator distance where the wave functions are determined, when V pert /V osc < 1 or equivalently when g s < 8π/9 ≈ 2.3. Within that inequality the perturbation amounts approximately just to the same shift of all single-particle energies. In other words this defines a limiting value between small and large g s . Another way to see that this is indeed a reasonable estimate, is that it is consistent with a two-body interaction that is able to connect states reaching across two oscillator shells.
When h = 0, the double degeneracy of the singleparticle energies is lifted but the perturbation expression in eq. (18) is still valid. The h-dependence of the energy correction is then hidden in the unperturbed wave functions. One overall effect would necessarily again be a shift of all energies in the spectrum but likely less systematic.
B. Hartree-Fock spectra and N -body energies
The single-particle states contain all the information in the mean-field calculation and are the most direct quantities to study. These energies depend on both oneand two-body parameters, and as well on particle number N for interacting particles. The spin-orbit coupling, α R /v osc , is our choice to exhibit the principal dependencies, and consequently we select particular values of deformation, Zeeman strength, two-body strength, and particle number.
In fig. 1 we compare sets of ε i for interacting and noninteracting particles, where the latter case was also discussed in Refs. [15, 20, 37] . The upper panel displays the simplest case of a cylindrical oscillator (ω x = ω y ) and no Zeeman field. We choose the particle number N = 20 since it completely fills the first 4 × 2 degenerate shells (oscillator quantum number is 4) for α R = 0. The time-reversal double degeneracy is present for all levels but the oscillator degeneracy is lifted for finite α R . The overall behavior is that the repulsion shifts all energies upwards by an amount roughly independent of spin-orbit coupling, but with a tendency of decreasing the shift as ε i increase. The usual avoided crossings appear with a tendency to be more pronounced for finite g s in the regions of high energy levels density as seen for α R ≃ 0.5v osc .
In the middle panel of fig. 1 we start with an "almost irrational" frequency ratio to break as many geometrical degeneracies as possible by deforming. The particle number is also increased to thirty to see more occupied levels. The overall behavior is now at first glance more complicated due to more levels. However, the shifts of the energy levels due to the repulsion are again very regular, and the very few avoided crossings also lead to smoother behavior of the energy levels as a function of α R /v osc . As before, the energy shift diminishes for higher energy levels.
In the lower panel of fig. 1 we break the time-reversal symmetry but stay cylindrical. The energy levels are not doubly degenerate anymore except for α R = 0. However, since J z is still a good quantum number the energy levels from different total angular momentum multiplets are allowed to cross for finite values of α R . The particle number of N = 22 only partially fill the last oscillator shell for α R = 0. The picture appears to be more complicated but in fact only due to the doubling of the visible levels. The constant energy shifts with α R and their decrease with ε i remain.
The smooth behavior of the spectra for both interacting and non-interacting systems suggests to compare the Hartree-Fock spectra with the lowest order perturbation results (19) . This is shown in fig. 2 for different interaction strengths. The agreement between these spectra is remarkably good. The perturbation treatment is rather accurate for all the computed values of g s 1, while deviations become visible when g s → 1. This supports our statement that we are in the weakly repulsive regime.
The perturbation theory also provides a good approximation for the cases of deformed traps. This can be seen in fig. 3 for two non-integer frequency ratios, and still for time-reversal symmetric systems. The interaction strength is moderate but the agreement is very similar to the more degenerate cases in fig. 2 .
Finally, we investigate the influence of the remaining one-body parameter, that is the Zeeman field, h, which lifts the time-reversal symmetry and the corresponding degeneracy. The interplay between deformation, spin-orbit terms and Zeeman effect is seen in the self-consistent solution shown in figs. 4 and 5.
Increasing the magnetic field from h = 0.1 ω y , fig. 4 , to h = 0.6 ω y , fig. 5 , substantially splits the previously Kramers degenerate levels. This is most clearly seen for the lowest level which is substantially below its previous time-reversed partner for small α R . We also note that this split decreases systematically for all levels with increasing α R . The difference to the non-interacting case, g s = 0, is again similar to a constant shift as function of α R and a tendency of a smaller shift for larger ε i . Finally, it is remarkable that the perturbation treatment still is fairly accurate for relatively large h and moderate g s .
The total energy of the system is a revealing quantity, but as we are interested in the effects of the two-body repulsion, we prefer to show the total energy difference between interacting and non-interacting systems per particle number
where ε 0 j are the single-particle eigenenergies of the noninteracting Hamiltonian and E N is the total energy of the interacting N -body system (12) . In fig. 6 we present the results for a cylindrical (ω x = ω y ) system with moderate repulsion and varying the Zeeman field. We first notice the very weak dependence on the spin-orbit strength for all cases. We also see that even when the total energy difference is divided by N we see an increase with fig. 4 for a larger Zeeman parameter of h = 0.6 ωy.
particle number which is less than another factor of N . Thus, the energy difference is increasing with N by a power between 1 and 2, i.e. ∆E N ∝ N δ , 1 ≤ δ ≤ 2. The rapid decrease of the energy differences correspond to the points of spectra where many levels come close to each other. does not affect the total energy difference much, except for the points where the Fermi energy is in the vicinity of the avoided crossings. The level repulsion in a system with broken time-reversal symmetry is weaker and the additional smaller fluctuations of the total energy differences can be seen, especially for stronger Zeeman field, e.g. h = 0.6 ω y . The energy difference is obviously increasing with the strength of the repulsion as seen by the larger numerical values on the vertical axis in fig. 7 . The deformation dependence is in contrast very weak for all investigated particle numbers. In both figs. 6 and 7 we see a few abrupt changes of the energy at different spin-orbit couplings depending on N . They arise when two single-particle levels avoid crossing each other at the Fermi energy. The last occupied single-particle wave function changes structure over a small range of coupling strengths precisely in these regions. Other avoided crossings below the Fermi energy do not change the total wave function in this abrupt manner because the system populates those levels both before and after the crossings. The same conclusion of no abrupt changes is even more obvious for crossings above the Fermi level since none of them can influence the total wave function.
C. Statistical analysis
In this subsection we provide results of the statistical analysis of the calculated spectra for the interacting system. The spacing distribution of the nearest neighbor energy levels can provide valuable insight into the dynamical properties of the system [38] . Indeed, the Poisson distribution P (S) = e −S , where S is the nearest neighbor spacing, corresponds to the classically regular behavior and the class of Wigner distributions P (S) ∼ S β e −S 2 serve as a so-called quantum signature of chaos [38, 39] .
Here the values β = 1, 2, 4 corresponds to different symmetries of the system [38] . A statistical analysis was performed in Ref. [20] for non-interacting particles in a deformed harmonic trap where each particle is subject to a one-body spin-orbit interaction. It was shown that the nearest neighbor energy spacing reproduces the β = 4 Wigner distribution
for specific values of the potential parameters. Here we investigate how the two-body interaction affects these energy level distributions.
The statistical analysis employs a non-trivial procedure to extract the significant scale independent distributions [38] . The basic ingredients are the single-particle energies in an appropriate energy interval. The choice of the energy interval is therefore restricted to the levels that are sufficiently accurately determined. This implies that the highest single-particle energies ε i should be avoided since they can depend on the basis size used in the calculation. We have therefore always chosen the upper boundary of the energy window as less than half of the number of basis states.
The mean-field solutions for finite two-body interaction depend on particle number. The dynamic behavior reflected in the nearest neighbor energy distribution must be extracted by use of an energy interval corresponding to the allowed excitation energies of the entire system. A reasonable choice is therefore to have roughly the same number of levels above as below the Fermi energy. This requires that the number of particles is large enough to allow us a reasonably accurate and well defined statistical analysis.
The self-consistent calculations are time consuming and quickly increasing with particle number. The systematic investigation in the previous subsections of spectra and energies as functions of the many interaction parameters were therefore carried out and reported for a relatively small number of particles. For the statistical analyses in the present subsection we have chosen to use particle number N = 100 for selected interaction parameters. The energy window is also chosen consistently to include the same number of levels above as below the Fermi energy.
In fig. 8 we show the distributions for two trap deformations, ω x /ω y = 1.57 (I-II) and ω x /ω y = 2.71 (III-IV), for different two-body interaction strengths g s and α R . These deformations are chosen to be relatively small numbers but far away from integer frequency ratios. The values of the spin-orbit coupling strength are chosen such that we observe distributions different from and similar to the Wigner distribution in eq. (21) .
In fig. 8I ) we see a histogram which is relatively close to a Wigner distributions for g s = 0, and in fact more or less conserve this distribution character as g s increases.
In fig. 8II ) the same deformation but with a different spinorbit coupling leads to a distribution far from eq. (21) . However, as the repulsion increases towards g s = 0.75, we notice that the Wigner distribution is approached but for larger g s = 1 this seems to disappear again. In fig. 8III ) the approximate Wigner distribution at g s = 0 quickly deviates substantially as g s increases. In fig. 8IV ) we notice the opposite effect that the Wigner distribution is much better reproduced for g s = 0.75 and g s = 1.0 than for g s = 0.
Our findings are qualitatively consistent with the results obtained in Ref. [40] for a many-fermion system in a cylindrical (ω x = ω y ) 2D harmonic trap with an attractive short-range pairing interaction. The authors of this paper have found that the interplay between the trap and the pairing interaction is responsible for the dynamical behavior of the system. Particularly, in the case when the contributions are of comparable significance the competition produces the irregular behavior seen in the Brody distribution, which is known to be an "intermediate" one between the Poisson and Wigner distributions [41, 42] . Similarly, in our system the dynamical behavior is defined by the interplay between the harmonic trap, spinorbit coupling and the two-body interaction.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The two-dimensional properties of spin-orbit coupled systems of identical fermions can be investigated experimentally. It is possible to control and independently tune several of the external one-body parameters like deformation of an oscillator trap, the magnetic field for Zeeman splitting, form and strength of the spin-orbit coupling, and on top also the interaction between pairs of particles. The two-body interaction introduces a particle number dependence of structure and properties. The first attempt to understand the interplay between all these terms of the hamiltonian is to compute the average structure by use of mean-field theory.
We write down the self-consistent Hartree-Fock equations with one-body terms in the hamiltonian. The formulation necessarily involves a two-component wave function formally corresponding to spin-up or spin-down. We discuss symmetries related to each of the one-and two-body potentials, and relate to the properties for the Hartree-Fock equations. We furthermore write down the lowest order perturbation expressions for small changes from a non-interacting to an interacting system.
The single-particle energy spectra exhibit the same features as the non-interacting systems, that is with level crossings and low and high level-density regions corresponding to more or less stability against changes due to other interactions or other degrees of freedom. The overall change from the two-body repulsive potential is a shift upwards of all spectra. The details of these shifts are very well accounted for by perturbation up to moderate sizes of the two-body interaction.
The many details of the spectra can be collected in the total energy which is a more macroscopic quantity. Furthermore, we eliminate most of the overall spectral shiftdependence by comparing the energy difference due to the repulsion as function of the various parameters. The energy difference increases rather strongly with the repulsive strength, that is very crudely as the square of the strength. The numerical results for the energy difference most often only varies by less than about 15% as function of deformation and spin-orbit coupling strength in most cases. In contrast, increasing the Zeeman strength strongly suppresses the energy difference which implies that the levels actively involved in the two-body coupling move apart, and the repulsion is effectively reduced.
The dynamic behavior of the interacting system is analyzed statistically through nearest neighbor energy level distributions of the mean-field single-particle energies. These distributions are for moderate repulsion somewhat similar to the non-interacting system. The Wigner distribution associated with irregular behavior turned out to occur for special parameters. When the two-body repulsion is turned on these Wigner distributions may disappear. However, occasionally Wigner distributions appear for intermediate strength repulsion, while absent for both smaller and larger repulsion.
In conclusion, we have shown that the repulsive shortrange two-body interaction can be treated perturbatively for small and moderate strengths. The spectra are first of all shifted depending somewhat on interaction parameters. Statistically irregular behavior may turn into regular behavior, and vice versa, as function of the repulsive strength. Our results provide evidence of possible quantum chaotic behaviour in these spin-orbit coupled and deformed systems also in the presence of repulsive twobody interactions of small to intermediate strength. Cold atoms with spin-orbit coupling could thus provide a very flexible venue for studying quantum chaos. [2] I. Bloch, J. Dalibard and W. Zwerger, Rev. Mod. Phys.
